
CHAPTER V
THE CAPRIVI ERA (189o—1894)

The Kaiser's "dropping of the pilot" and the appointment of Leo von
Caprivi as the new Chancellor indicated to the whole nation that a
turning point in the history of Germany had been reached. The future
appeared cloudy and uncertain. The country's economic situation in the
early 1890's was not such as to warrant much optimism. Industrial activ-
ity lagged and German agriculture seemed to be heading towards a
crisis. The western hemisphere with its huge agricultural output at lower
cost had become a competitor to be reckoned with for a long time to
come. The whole structure of rural Germany, built on semifeudal large-
scale grain production and intensive diversified peasant farming, was
in jeopardy.

The politicai prospects in domestic and foreign affairs were equally
troubled. What to do about, and what to expect from the revolutionary
labor movement were questions that preyed on the minds of every gov-
ernment official, burgher and Junker. In 1878, when the act against the
Social Democratic Party had been passed, the party had polled 437,158
votes. After the eleven-year proscription it emerged with 1,427,323 votes,
defiant as ever and threatening to settle accounts for "all the viciousness
and infamy, for all the hardship and despair"1 the act had brought forth.
State, church, and property, conservatism and liberalism, had cooperated
in depriving socialist labor of elementary democratic rights. None of
them could feel at ease in the face of labor's "woe to those upon whom
there will descend one day all the hatred and fury that this vile law
has bred and stored up." Fear of eventual civil war was exacerbated by
the specter of an armed conflict with one or several of the greatest
European powers. It was no exaggeration when a socialist writer ob-
served at the time that "with Bismarck the solid feeling of security was
gone with which the German middle classes had looked upon Germany's
political situation." The lack of confidence in the nation's ability to pro-
vide economic, social, and political security for its citizens is apparent
from the greater number of Germans who decided, in this period, to
seek their fortunes abroad. From less than a quarter of a million in the
five-year period 1876—80, the number of emigrants jumped to 857,000
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in the following five years and was still close to half a million in
1886_90.2

The first years of Wilhelm's reign and Caprivi's chancellorship were
marked by a policy of compromise and moderation. The parliamentary
situation was not unfavorable to such a course. The Progressives and
the now legal Social Democrats, though by no means friendly to Caprivi,
opposed him less aggressively than they had Bismarck. The Catholic
Center, in return for the administration's abandonment of more Kultur-
kampf measures, supported the government. So did the National Liber-
als. Even most of the Conservatives went along with it at first.

The new Chancellor was anxious to improve Germany's foreign rela-
tions and alleviate European tension. As a demonstration of good will
he removed Field Marshall von Waldersee, protagonist of a "preventive
war" with France and Russia, from his position as Chief of the General
Staff. Another decision of major importance altered the direction of his
predecessor's system of foreign alliance. The "reinsurance treaty" with
Russia which Bismarck had negotiated in 1887 was up for renewal. The
treaty—whose full contents, by the way, were not made known until
after World War 13—had committed Germany and Russia to "benevolent
neutrality" in any war which involved either of the two nations, except
in the case of a German attack upon France or a Russian attack upon
Austria. Germany furthermore recognized Russian interests in Bulgaria
and promised diplomatic and moral assistance should Russia be "com-
pelled" to occupy Constantinople and the straits. Thus Bismarck had
hoped to repair relations with Russia, badly damaged in 1878 by the
Berlin Congress. Caprivi let the treaty lapse and instead steered towards
friendlier relations with Great Britain. In 1890, seeking to allay growing
British misgivings about Germany's colonial ambitions, he negotiated
an agreement by which Germany yielded the African colony of Zanzibar
to Britain, in exchange for the North Sea island of Helgoland.

In domestic affairs, too, the Caprivi administration moved with cau-
tion. Rather than wave the mailed fist in the face of the Social Democratic
Party, it banked, as did the Kaiser, on appeasing labor by extending the
government-operated social insurance system. Backed by a Catholic-
Liberal coalition, the Chancellor continued the reorganization of the
old Prussian system of local administration, a formidable task, as Bis-
marek had come to learn. The law of 1891 (Landgemeincleordnung) cut
further into old Junker privileges and granted the rural communities a
modicum of self-government.

The direction of the "new course" was most clearly indicated by
Caprivi's economic policy. To encourage industry and commerce, and
to fortify Germany's leading position in central Europe, he negotiated a
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number of trade agreements with European nations, with Austria-Hun-
gary and Italy, Germany's allies, in 1891; with Switzerland, Belgium,
Serbia, and Rumania in 1892; with Russia in 1894. The agreements
were explicitly based on a "moderate tariff policy" and were presented
as an alternative to "extreme protectionism." More than any other meas-
ures of the Caprivi government, the trade agreements determined the
political alignment in parliament. For the first time the Social Democrats
voted for a government bill. With Social Democratic support the treaties
were approved by the Reichstag against vociferous Conservative oppo-
sition.

After an initial attitude of wait-and-see, the Conservatives decided on
a counterattack against the new Chancellor. Reorganization of local ad-
ministration in rural Eastern Germany, stronghold of Prussian landed
aristocracy, had been the first government action which conservatism
strongly resented. Prussian orthodoxy was further antagonized by the
defeat of a school bill which the Conservative Prussian Minister of
Worship and Instruction had introduced. The bill would have given the
church authority in questions of religious education in the Prussian ele-
mentary school system. Public opinion reacted so violently to the Con-
servative-Catholic bid for control of the schools that the Minister, Robert
von Zedlitz-Trutzschler, had to resign. Caprivi, in spite of the National
Liberal support he enjoyed, had not opposed the clerical bill; now
(1892), under pressure, he had to give up his premiership in Prussia
which he had held simultaneously with the office of Reich Chancellor.
Public controversy over "Christian" versus "liberal" education proved,
of course, a magnificent vehicle for Conservative-clerical anti-Semitism.
The government came in for harsh criticism for its retreat, for "striking
sail before a storm in the ink wells of liberal editors," as Stoecker put it.
What was it going to do, he exclaimed, "when a serious revolutionary
howl goes up in the country?"4 The government's foreign trade policy
made the simmering Conservative kettle boil over.

Caprivi modified but certainly did not abandon the protectionist pol-
icy inaugurated by Bismarck in 1879. The import duty on grains, for
instance, was merely reduced from five marks for 100 kilograms to the
three-mark rate, which had been in force up to 1887. But between 1891
and 1894—the period in which the trade treaties were signed—the
agricultural slump played havoc with grain prices. In 1891 the price of
a metric ton (1,000 kilograms) of rye at the port of Danzig was about
208 marks; in 1894 it was down to 110 marks. The repercussions of the
agrarian depression, in conjunction with Caprivi's liberalized foreign-
trade policy, were so serious and widespread as actually to change the
character of the Conservative Party.
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As long as Bismarck had ruled, opposition from Conservative ranks
originated mainly with the Kreuzzeitung faction, the party's aggressive
right wing. Bismarck had been able to cope with antigovernment re-
bellion within the party, not only because of his superior statesmanship
but because his name, his entire career, his personal and political life,
were sufficient guarantee to Prussian conservatism that he would prevent
government by majority no matter what other concessions to liberal
and democratic forces he saw fit to make. As long as Bismarck stood at
the helm, parliamentary rule would be kept in check; and it was certain
that "the mob" would not come to power. Caprivi gave the Conservatives
no such feelings of security. A professional soldier, inexperienced in
politics, Caprivi, as they saw it, had succumbed to the pressure of lib-
eralism in no time at all. What was more, in pursuing his trade policy
he had, for the first time in history, made use of the Social Democrats
to win a parliamentary victory over Conservative opposition. This was
an augury which could not be overlooked. Was it not the ultimate con-
sequence of the "new course" that the administration would rule without
and against aristocracy and orthodoxy, that revolutionary, atheistic So-
cial Democracy and liberal money interests would be the government's
allies and eventual masters?

Prior to the Caprivi administration the Conservative Party had been
a loosely knit organization, held together by an unwritten code of caste
rather than by an active party machine under centralized leadership.
There were no locals with paid officials. The work was done in com-
mittees of notables, mostly aristocrats. Where landed aristocracy was
too weak to run an organization—in the western and southern parts of
the country—the party often had no organizational representation at
all. After Bismarck's departure, the Conservatives no longer dared re-
main a government party by definition. No compromise appeared within
easy reach; the Caprivi administration was an enemy to be fought and
destroyed before its policy led to the destruction of the conservative
society and all it stood for. But with the Kaiser and Chancellor in col-
lusion with the forces of liberalism and revolution, even Conservative
diehards could not think of having recourse to "direct action," that is,
of having the executive branch scrap the constitution and rule with
bayonets. The battle had to take place in the arena of parliamentary
politics. More than ever before the Conservative Party needed the vote
of the little man. A mass movement from the Right and led by the Right,
was what the hour demanded. Under these circumstances a man of
Stoecker's dynamic magnetism again became an invaluable asset to the
Conservatives, and solid Conservative backing offered Stoecker his best
chance to make up for the loss of prestige under which he had smarted
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ever since he was unceremoniously fired by Wilhelm II. "Let them, said
Heinrich von Treitschke, who prior to 1890 had opposed Stoecker's agi.
tation, "call him a demagogue. The present franchise compels us to use
the kind of oratory which everyone will be able to understand."5

The position in the conservative ranks of the extremist group around
the Kreuzzeitung grew stronger as the party's opposition to the Caprivi
administration deepened. Its leader was Wilhelm von Hammerstein, a
member of the Prussian Diet since 1876, and of the Reichstag since 1881,
who as editor of the Kreuzzeitung since 1881 had displayed enough jour-
nalistic talent and political ability to make what had been the Standes-
hiatt of provincial aristocrats into a powerful political organ. A rabid
anti-Semite, Hammerstein had long been Stoecker's friend and protector.
These two men were now swept into the leadership of the Conservative
Party and scored their first success when the party decided to call a
national convention to draft a new program.

The last Conservative Party convention had taken place in 1876. Prus-
sian Conservatives had always shown an aristocratic repugnance towards
dragging their affairs in the limelight of a national meeting. They pre-
ferred having political negotiations take place "en petit comite'."6 Now,
again, the old-fashioned, moderate-minded Junkers tried to avoid a
convention. As late as May, 1892, the Conservative group in the Diet
resolved to postpone revision of the party platform, arguing that it would
be very difficult to arrive at an adequate formulation of the party's posi-
tion on the Jewish question. By August, 1892, the Hammerstein-Stoecker
group, having mobilized anti-Semitic followers in Stoecker's constituency,
succeeded in getting the Westphalian Conservatives to confront the party
executives with an ultimatum. Either the national office would call a
convention or the provincial organizations would do so, going over the
head of party headquarters in Berlin. The leadership promptly yielded.
In December, 1892, the convention of the Conservative Party met at the
Tivoli hall in Berlin. It was attended by more than a thousand delegates,
the nonaristocratic Mitteistand element being present in conspicuous
numbers. "It was not a party convention in black tails and white gloves
but in street clothes. This was the Conservative Party in the era of
general and equal suffrage. . . ." Stoecker remarked.7

The earlier decision of the Diet moderates to delay revision of the
party program because of the "Jewish question" had made it obvious
that the discussion would center on political anti-Semitism. For Ham-
merstein and Stoecker it was of the greatest urgency to commit the party
to an openly anti-Semitic platform. The leadership of political anti-
Semitism was slipping from Stoecker's hands, threatening to turn anti-
Conservative. In 1887 the voters, in the Kartell elections, had sent to the
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Reichstag the first anti-Semite who not only refused to Join the Con.
servative group but also vehemently spoke against the landed aristocratic
exploiters, a man who had made his traditionally Conservative con-
stituency a center of anti-Conservative, anti-Jewish agitation. Further-
more, in 1889 an anti-Semitic convention had met in Bochum, which
was by no means under Stoecker's influence; it plainly indicated that
the secession of "radical" anti-Semitism from the Conservative Party
was in full swing. Reichstag elections in 1890 had brought the radicals
further gains; and in a by-election which took place just a fortnight prior
to the Tivoli convention, another anti-Conservative anti-Semite had
beaten his Conservative opponent in the very heart of Junker territory.
Stirred up by "radical" anti-Semitism, peasant and Mittel.rtand groups, the
only ones from which a mass movement from the Right could draw sup-
port, were moving away from conservatism. At the Tivoli convention the
Conservatives convinced themselves that they could not afford to be cut
off from this new wave of anti-Semitism if they wanted to channel a mass
movement into their party. It was a strategy deliberately thought out
and accepted; it had nothing whatsoever to do with the Conservatives'
like or dislike for Jews. When in November, 1892, against all expecta-
tions, more than twice as many votes were cast for the anti-Conservative
anti-Semite Ahlwardt as for the Conservative candidate, the Kreuzzeitung
emphatically called the event to the party's attention: "Anti-Semitism
which once in the Berlin Movement was the bridge for crossing over
from the Liberal to the Conservative Party,"8 could again serve Con-
servative interests if the party took the lead in the battle against Jewry.

For the understanding of later developments it is important to note
that the anti-Semitic wave of the early 1890's was not brought into being
by Conservative Prussian aristocracy. The latter, however, used it and
by using it created something new. The Tivoli convention showed very
clearly that the fanatical anti-Semites were not Junkers. In the draft of
a new party program prepared by the leaders of the moderate party
majority there was still a plank which read: "We condemn the excesses
of anti-Semitism." After a heated debate, the convention struck it out.
The non-Junker element was prominent among those who opposed the
"moderate" formulation. A lawyer from Westphalia (Kiasing) declared:
"We are tired of the opportunism which for years has been paralyzing
the party's energy! A certain faction in the party has made it its task to
strangle the child [anti-Semitism] at birth. . . . The plank is a back door,
a bow to Jewry, as it were. It can only blunt the edge of the Conservative
program." A high-ranking aristocrat defended the clause on the ground
that it was unthinkable to be both Conservative and pro-Ahlwardt. He
was noisily interrupted, and another lawyer rebuffed him: "I consider
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myself to be as good a Conservative as the speaker preceding me, yet in
the run-off elections I voted for Ahlwardt. That's all I have to tell you."
A non-Junker delegate from Saxony coined the phrase that the Con-
servative Party had to become "demagogic in a good sense." The Junker
attitude was expressed with characteristic cynicism by Count Otto von
Manteuffel, chairman of the Conservative groups in the Diet and Reichs-
tag, and chairman of the Tivoli convention, in a Berlin speech half a
year after Tivoli. Said the Couht: "We could not avoid the Jewish ques-
lion unless we wanted to leave to the demagogic anti-Semites the full
wind of a movement with which they just would have sailed by us."9

The revised program of the Conservative Party, adopted on December
8, 1892, contained among other tenets and demands the following:

State and Church are institutions decreed by Cod; their cooperation is
necessary as a prerequisite of our people's moral health.

We consider the denominational Christian grammar school the basis of
public education and the most important safeguard against the growing
brutalization of the masses and the advancing disintegration of all social ties.

We fight the multifarious and obtrusive Jewish influence that decomposes
our people's life.

We demand Christian authority and Christian teachers for Christian pupils.
We want the monarchy by divine grace (Monarchie von Gottes Gnaden)

to be left untouched; while we stand for civil liberties legally assured to
all, and for the nation's effective participation in its legislation, we fight
every attempt at restricting the monarchy in favor of a parliamentary regime.

An irresponsible press which undermines state, church and society must
be opposed with energy.

To revere Christianity, monarchy and fatherland; to protect and encourage
all honest work; to respect legitimate authority—these are the supreme
principles written on the banner of the German Conservative Party.1°

The economic plank of the program called for protective tariffs for
agriculture and industry; "the abolition of the privileges high finance is
enjoying"; protection of the Mitteistand by the introduction of the license
system and the strengthening of guilds and cooperatives. "Honest trade
and commerce must be protected by restrictions on, and strict super-
vision of, peddling and instalment buying, also by the prohibition of
itinerant sales exhibits (Wanderla get) and roving auctioneering (Wan-
derauktionen) ."

A young lieutenant of Stoecker's, who had a hand in the manage-
ment of the Tivoli convention, later reflected on the events that had
taken place. Anti-Semitism, he wrote, "made the greatest gain in prestige
it could hope for when it became part of the Conservative Party's pro-
gram. Previously it had been represented only in various small splinter-
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parties; now it became the legitimate property of one of the biggest par-
ties, of the party nearest to the throne and holding the most important
positions in the state. Anti-Semitism had come close to being accepted
at the highest level of social respectability. (Der Antisemitismus war
hart an die Grenze der Hoffahigkeit herangeruckt. )"'

At Tivoli the mass movement from the Right was started. It succeeded
beyond expectations. However, it was not the ideology of anti-Semitism
which made it a political reality. At the time of the convention a little-
known agricultural journal in Silesia published an unusual suggestion
for remedying the distress of the farmers. The author, a local agricul-
turist, advised his readers "to do neither more nor less than what the
Social Democrats are doing and to take a determined stand against the
government."2 He told them that Caprivi's neglect of agricultural in-
terests could not be changed by appealing and begging. "We must make
[the government] feel our power . . . ; we must stop complaining.
we must yell until the whole country hears us; we must yell until it
reverberates in the halls of parliament and the offices of ministries; we
must yell so that we may be heard even at the steps of the throne!

"But at the same time we also must act lest our yelling dies away
without being heeded. We must act by refusing to do any longer what
we have always done as a matter of course, namely, making the elections
for the government in our districts; we must refuse all honorary func-
tions. . . . We must . . . adopt a policy that suits our interests. . . . For
only by pursuing a ruthless and unabashed policy of interests might it
perhaps still be possible to save the existence of today's farmers."

The outcry of this Silesian farmer was instantly echoed in all parts
of Germany. It started a powerful drive for a political organization of
agrarian interests. By February, 1893, the preparatory work had pro-
gressed to the point where the Agrarian League (Bund der Landwirte)
issued invitations for a constituent convention and fashioned a program.
The program makers wasted no words on ideological formulations. The
first article called for "sufficient tariff protection for German agriculture
and its auxiliary industries."3 The second demanded that the govern-
ment abstain from negotiating trade agreements which would result in
lower duties on agricultural imports "from Russia and other countries";
and that "our relations with America be accordingly adjusted." With the
request that the produce exchange be put under strict government super-
vision the League hung out the anti-Semitic shingle. Finally it straight-
forwardly declared itself opposed to the existing social insurance system
for labor and demanded that it be "revised."

The Conservative convention, guided by Stoecker, had moved cau-
tiously in approaching the problem of industrial labor; the problems of
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agricultural labor were so bound up with the fundamental interests of
the landed aristocracy that Stoecker could not afford to tamper with
them. The Tivoli program had confined itself to the statement that the
Conservatives had made every effort "to improve the lives of the workers,
at considerable cost to the employers." It wanted to remind labor that -

Bismarck's social insurance legislation had been passed with Conserva-
five support against liberal opposition. Now the Agrarian League threw
such cautions to the wind. This did not prevent Stoecker from greeting
the League's entrance on the political scene. Its program had hardly
been made public when he declared that a sound agricultural economy,
comprising large, middle, and small land property, was essential for
Prussia's existence. It would in any case be preferable, he said, to have
gentlemen of old aristocratic families sit on the eastern estates than to
have "Kohn and Itzig" take over by foreclosing on their mortgages and
"corrupt the people with their subversive ideas."14 For the sake of uniting
Junker and peasant in the fight against liberalism Stoecker was willing
to ignore the fact that the League had announced its intention of attack-
ing the social insurance program, the mainstay of Christian Social pol-
itics, once solemnly proclaimed in the Imperial Message and greeted by
Stoecker as the dawn of a new humanism.

Antiliberal, anti-Semitic, and antilabor, the Agrarian League became
the foremost organizer of the mass movement from the Right. Bismarck
lent it his prestige, seeing it as an instrument that could prove of service
in his feud with Wilhelm II and Caprivi. His son Herbert accepted the
League's vice-presidency and its practical leadership was soon in the
hands of Conservatives, not all Junkers, but all representatives of big
agrarian interests. At the end of the century, the League had close to a
quarter of a million members. More than half of them resided west of
the Elbe river, that is, in regions where up to then Prussian conservatism
had been weak. Through their connections with the Agrarian League,
the Conservatives extended their influence as far as Bavaria and the
iThineland, and were enabled to transform the Conservative Party itself
into a mass party with a solid nationwide organization. At last the Con-
servatives were able to bridge the political gaps that had existed be-
tween Junker and peasant, between Prussia, Southern and Western
Germany. This union of agrarian interests, even though largely a sham
because of the conflicting needs of large-scale and small-scale, extensive
and intensive, monocultural and diversified farming, proved a cohesive
force of such strength that it lasted as long as parliamentary parties
existed in Germany.

One might think that the Conservative Party paid for this increment
of power with its political soul. How could it henceforth preach against
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"materialistic liberalism" without having the word "tariff" thrown back
into its teeth? How could it convincingly uphold the ideals of the Chris-
tian State when in political reality these ideals dissolved into demands
for government protection of big landed interests, with consumer and
taxpayer footing the bifi? The truth of the matter is that the Conserva-
tive Party was not at all handicapped by its metamorphosis from a
gentlemen's party, ostensibly concerned chiefly with questions of Welt-
an.schauung, to a mass organization openly devoted to specific economic
interests. Germany's whole political life was undergoing a similar transi-
tion. The material interests of social groups were breaking through the
ideological forms in which they had first presented themselves. The great
national and liberal demands of the middle classes had partly been
realized, partly been silenced. General ideals could no longer carry party
programs; they had lost their power of attraction.

The trend toward socioeconomic homogeneity in political groupings
had been steadily gaining ground since the late seventies. "The old
names remain," Maximilian Harden wrote in 1893,15 "but in the 1848
sense everything, with few exceptions, has become liberal just as every-
one has become conservative in his desire to see the new Reich struc-
ture preserved. . . . From now on the party names Conservative, National
Liberal and Progressive may be safely translated as standing for landed
property, industry and money capital, whatever ecclesiastic and pro-
fessorial influences might still exert themselves here and there." Harden
omitted two major forces in this excessively simplified translation of
economics into politics, namely, the Social Democratic Party and the
Catholic Center. But the history of these two parties tends to confirm,
rather than refute, the truth of his statement. The Social Democratic
Party was avowedly a class party, and had, by stressing its class function,
only accelerated the transformation of the bourgeois parties. The Catholic
Center, although founded on a denominational, supra-socioeconomic basis
and therefore, the party best equipped to resist the general trend
toward the reorganization of political life along class lines, was never-
theless seriously shaken by the aggressive proposals of the Agrarian
League. The historian of the Catholic Center Party, Karl Bachem, him-
self a prominent Catholic Reichstag member, has described the difficul-
ties the Center Party had in holding its rural flock together in the face
of the League's violent agitation against the government's proposed trade
treaties with Russia and Rumania.'6 The Center Party had been pre-
pared to support the government, but the League's campaign had been
so effective that when the treaties were actually placed before the
Reichstag, only some of the Catholic deputies voted affirmatively while
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a considerable number voted against them. The Catholic Center Party
was in serious danger of a split over an economic issue.

The first major test for the mass movement from the Right came a
few months after the Agrarian League's inauguration. Caprivi ran into
difficulties on the perennial issue of the reorganization of the army, the
peacetime strength of which the administration was anxious to augment.
The main argument offered by the government in support of its pro-
posals was the army's inability to take care of the growing number of
recruits annually available for training. A political rapprochement be-
tween Russia and France furnished the element of national insecurity
which always manifested itself in periods of planned military aggrandize-
ment. Progressives, Social Democrats, and Catholics opposed the gov-
ernment's bill although Caprivi had tried to make it more palatable by
reducing military service from three to two years. The Chancellor had
no choice but either to retreat before parliamentary opposition or to
dissolve the Reichstag in the hope that new elections would bring a
friendly majority.

He chose the latter alternative despite the fact that the political cir-
cumstances were clearly unfavorable for a government victory in the
new elections. Rural Germany was in revolt against Caprivi's foreign
trade policy. Bismarck, symbol of national and international victories,
helped to undermine the Chancellor's prestige with his attacks on the
Kaiser's "personal regime." The nationalists were riding high, accusing
Caprivi of gambling with the Reich's security by reducing the period of
military service. Anti-Semitism was rampant as never before, the "rad-
ical" agitators barnstorming through the provinces from Hesse to East
Prussia, raging against Jews, Junkers, and imperial bureaucracy. The
Social Democrats, brimming with confidence, readied themselves to
score another spectacular success at the polls.

The outstanding novelty of the 1893 elections was the political corn-
binations in the run-oils. The Agrarian League made endorsement of
its platform the condition of its support. In this way it succeeded in
pledging not only Conservative but a good many National Liberal can-
didates as well to an antisocialist and anti-Semitic policy. In electoral
districts where the Social Democratic Party was ahead, time and again
a united front ranging from anti-Semites to National Liberals worked
to defeat the Social Democratic candidate. Vorwärts, the Social Demo-
cratic newspaper, commented on what "a wonderful illustration of cap-
italistic culture it was that the Conservative and National Liberal parties
had stooped to anti-Semitism."17 The paper thought it "only logical that
the anti-Semites in the bourgeois camp have taken the leadership in the
fight against socialism."
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The campaign also proved that the anti-Semites, whether organized in
the Agrarian League, in Stoecker's Christian Social Party, or in one of
the independent groups of racial anti-Semitism, had a far better ma-
chine in the countryside and in small towns than the Conservatives. A
Christian Social candidate who was elected by the combined vote of
anti-Semites and Conservatives remarked afterwards on the division of
labor that developed between the two parties: "The Conservative Party
carried the expenses for the election campaign and the anti-Semitic party
supplied the speakers for agitation in the villages; it could count par-
ticularly on the cooperation of eager youth."18 The same division of labor
was to function, a generation later, in the relationship between the
German Nationals and the National Socialists.

The outcome of the 1898 elections was explosive. The results showed
both the Social Democrats and the anti-Semites to have made the most
startling advances. With 1,786,700 votes the Social Democratic Party
had almost tripled its strength since 1887, the year of the last election
that took place under the anti-Socialist act. Since 1890, it had gained
more than 800,000 votes. True, the antiquated and discriminatory defini-
tion of electoral districts19 had robbed it of a proportionate representa-
tion in parliament—it won 44 Reichstag seats, whereas the Conserva-
tives, with a million votes, captured 72 seats; the Catholic Center Party,
with a million and a half votes, 96; the National Liberals, with a million
votes, 58—but the absolute number of ballots cast for the most in-
transigent opposition party was enough to terrify government, conserva-
tism, and liberalism alike. The success of the anti-Semites, though they
still had not received enough votes to rival the major parties, was, never-
theless, spectacular. From 47,000 in 1890 the anti-Semitic vote had
jumped to 268,000, raising the number of Reichstag representatives from
5 to 16.20 For the first time the anti-Semites had a sufficient number of
seats in the Reichstag to enable them to act as an independent parlia-
mentary group.21

The Progressives suffered the worst loss in the elections. As usual,
they had not been able to agree on the merits of the government's case
for army reorganization and had entered the elections with two compet-
ing factions. A minority group, led by Heinrich Rickert, was in favor
of Caprivi's army bill and organized itself as the Progressive Associa-
tion (Preisinnige Vereinigung). The majority, under the leadership of
Eugen Richter, opposed the bill and set itself up as the Progressive
People's Party (Freisinnige Volkspartei). Taken together, they obtained
a total of 87 seats in the new Reichstag (13 and 24 respectively). Only
three years before, they had managed to win 67 seats. The election of
1893 was a defeat from which the Progressives never recovered.22
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The new Reichstag passed the government's army bill but it was a.
Pyrrhic victory for Caprivi. His parliamentary majority amounted to a
slim 16 votes. Moreover, it was obtained only because the Polish group,28
whom Caprivi had befriended after Bismarck's policy of oppression, had
voted for the government. The situation was little short of grotesque:
the German army had been saved by the Polish "enemies of the Reich"
whom German nationalism looked at as potential traitors in times of
war and uncivilized riffraff in times of peace. The weakness of the ad-
ministration's position, the increased independence of the Reichstag, and
the rapidly developing trend towards a parliamentary regime, were only
too plainly apparent.

The Kaiser quickly cooled towards Caprivi. After the 1893 elections
one "Chancellor crisis" followed another. Wilhelm II, who had set out:
with the vision of reigning by the Grace of God over a nation united in
devotion to the Hohenzollem dynasty, had grown tired of the endless,
unheroic tasks of social conciliation. One domestic objective seemed as
far from realization as ever: the industrial masses obstinately refused
to be won over to throne and altar. Instead, they became more firmly
attached to the Social Democrats who continued to proclaim revolution-
ary aims. The policy of moderation which the Emperor had been deter-
mined to follow now appeared utterly futile and impractical. The break
between the Kaiser and Caprivi finally came in 1894, and was caused;
by the very same problem that had led to Bismarck's dismissal, the men-
ace of the socialist labor movement. The dangers of parliamentary gov-
eminent were highlighted by the sweeping advances which it had per-
mitted the revolutionary party to make. To save the state and society,
the "subversive forces" had to be suppressed. This time, however, it was
the Kaiser who favored the plan which he had rejected when Bismarck
proposed it in 1890. Among those who encouraged him were King Albert
of Saxony and King Wilhelm of Wurttemberg; the Prussian Prime Mm-
ister Count Botho von Eulenburg; the Conservatives around von Ham-
merstein; high-ranking army officers and industrialists; the recently
founded, aggressively nationalistic Pan-German League (Alldcutsclwr
Verband) and the equally militant Agrarian League—an array of cliques,
groups, parties, and individuals who were united in what they hated
and feared: parliamentarianism, liberalism, socialism.

A series of Reichstag elections and dissolutions, following each other
in quick succession, would, they hoped, demonstrate once and for all
the impracticability of the constitutional setup and prepare the nation
for a coup d'etat. The Kaiser played with the idea24 but had neither the
personal stature and authority required for this hazardous enterprise
nor the backing of his Chancellor. When he saw his regime faced with
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the dilemma of a parliamentary majority which he had to keep at arm's
length, and an unconstitutional usurpation of power which he did not
quite dare attempt, he tried to imitate the strategy of the Iron Chancel-
lor. Bismarck in 1878 had used the plots on Wilhelm I's life to create
a political crisis which he could solve by outlawing the Social Demo-
cratic Party and switching from Liberal to Conservative-Catholic sup-
port. In June, 1894, the assassination of the President of the French
Republic, Sadi Carnot, and a series of other anarchistic acts of violence
in France, seemed to the Kaiser a suitable occasion for following the
precedent. He demanded that energetic measures be taken against the
subversive forces in Germany and asked the Prussian Prime Minister
Euienburg, who had demonstrated his skill at the time of the anti-
Socialist act, to introduce adequate legislation for the protection of
Reich, monarchy, church, and family. Eulenburg suggested that such
legislation be enacted first in the Reich, that is, sponsored by Caprivi.
But Caprivi, who was not in favor of discriminatory laws of any kind,
feared the final outcome of the Kaiser's and Eulenburg's designs.

The Kaiser pressed the issue and undertook to carry the fight to the
nation. In September, 1894, in one of his first outbursts of oratorical
irresponsibility, of which many were to follow, he called upon his sub-
jects to protect religion, ethics, and order against the parties of sedition.
A few weeks later, in another speech, he wrecked Caprivi's policy of
fostering friendship towards the Polish minority. Caprivi's enemies ex-
ploited the rift between Kaiser and Chancellor. Bismarck hastened to
express his approval of the Kaiser's new policy. Eulenburg sent an Agra-
rian League delegation to the Kaiser to encourage his desire for a strong
executive power and repressive legislation. Even the National Liberals
felt that they should not be left behind and demanded, at a convention
in Frankfurt in September, 1893, that the fight against Socialists and
Poles be taken up anew. On the strength of the Kaiser's speeches Eulen-
burg drafted an antisedition bill of such severity that, if passed and en-
forced, the existing courts and prisons would not have been sufficient
to handle the expected number of violators.25

Caprivi still continued to work for a compromise. He wanted the
powers of the executive strengthened by more stringent laws against as-
sociations, meetings, and the press that were hostile to the state. He was
ready to curb, but not to abolish, freedom of speech and assembly.

The time for the Kaiser to choose between Caprivi and Eulenburg
came when the Ministers of the German states were summoned to Berlin
to consider the antisedition bill. When they warned him that excessively
drastic measures might lead to civil war the Kaiser lost heart for pro-
ceeding with the Eulenburg plan. The dismissal of both the antagonists,
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Caprivi and Eulenburg, now appeared to the Kaiser as the only way
out of the untenable situation he himsell had helped to create. In Octo-
ber, 1894, with Caprivi's resignation, the utopian phase of Wilhelm II's
reign, the dream of the social monarchy, of the benevolent authoritarian
state, came to an end. As Caprivi's successor the Kaiser picked Prince
Chiodwig zu Hohenlohe-Schillingsfurst, seventy-five years of age. Under
Hohenlohe—aithough not of his making—the policy of repression at
home and aggression abroad, in which German imperialism excelled,
began to bloom. The conservative reactionary forces of Prussia and the
the once liberal industrial bourgeoisie found themselves united in the
desire to suppress the labor movement, to curtail democratic rights, to
abolish the general franchise as it existed in the Reich, and to put an
end to the "sentimental philanthropy" of social reform. The new program
was personified in the steel magnate von Stumm-Halberg who belonged
to the Kaiser's intimate circle and whose rigid policy of "getting tough"
with organized labor caused the chancellorship of Hohenlohe to be
labeled "the Stumm era."
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